At UnifyCloud LLC, we believe organizations
operate best when they have total control over
every aspect of their Cloud environment.
Our Office Dashboard fills in the gaps of the
standard portal & enhances your Office
experience
Deep-Dive into your data with advanced
analytics & reporting
Identify security risks and ensure policy
compliance
Monitor your active & inactive
subscriptions to identify areas to
re-provision & potentially save money

Contact
Phone: +1-800-535-7443
Email: info@UnifyCloud.com
Web: www.UnifyCloud.com
Solutions: www.OfficeDashboards.com

OfficeDashboards
By UnifyCloud

Office 365 Reports

that show you the full picture
We are not just creators of this product;
we are users.

Analytics, Reports, & Monitoring

Licensing & Usage

Security & Compliance

Gain insight into how people in your
organization are using your Office 365 services.
Identify security risks and cost savings while
maintaining visibility of changes in your
environment.

Detailed analytics for Office 365
SharePoint, OneDrive, Skype,
Active Directory, Exchange,
Yammer
Produce detailed technical
recommendations
Power BI integration

Inactive User and License reports show you all
Office 365 Licenses that are either un-used or
under-utilized. Potentially save thousands of
dollars by tracking subscription utilization

Simply auditing & ensure policy
compliance
Identify security risks
Deep insight into how the
Office 365 services are being
used

Identify areas that can be more
efficiently assigned
There is no value in data that cannot be
interpreted in a meaningful way just as there is
little value in data that you cannot understand.
Office Dashboard gives you comprehensive,
visible data that is actionable and meaningful
offering:
Customized Reports & Dashboards
Export, Share, and Own CSV & PDF’s
Empower your data analysis with PowerBI

Tracked deployed vs. purchased
licensees
Identify areas of underutilization
or under used

Do your employees have access to
SharePoint Libraries or mailboxes that they
shouldn’t?
Do you know who has Office 365
Administrative rights in your environment?
Quickly understand who has access to what and
where they are going and what they are doing.
Our customized security, compliance, and audit
reports will simplify the process.

